
Plane Accident in Erie Kills 5 On Board:
Aviation Accident Lawyer Reports

Aviation accident lawyer from New York City Jonathan C. Reiter discusses a recent plane crash that

killed five people in Erie, Colorado.

NEW YORK, NY, USA, September 9, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Aviation accident lawyer from

New York City Jonathan C. Reiter discusses a recent plane crash that killed five people in Erie,

Colorado.

A recent plane crash in Erie, Colorado killed all five passengers on board. According to aviation

accident super lawyer Jonathan C. Reiter, media outlets have reported that the single engine

plane went down while appearing to make an attempt to land at Erie Municipal Airport.

Source: TheWire Report “Erie Plane Crash: 5 Killed, Including Experienced Pilot, in Colorado”

“An Erie, Colorado, plane crash killed five people on Sunday when a single-engine Piper PA-46

went down near Erie Municipal Airport not far from the runway, according to the National

Transportation Safety Board.”

To read further, visit http://www.newsmax.com/TheWire/erie-plane-crash-

colorado/2014/09/02/id/592037/.

A witness to the accident told one news source that he believed the pilot may have been heading

the wrong way, and made an attempt to abort landing the plane prior to the crash.

Source: The Denver Post Report “Witness: Plane was headed wrong way before Erie crash”

“A pilot who witnessed Sunday's fatal airplane crash in Erie from the ground said he believes the

aircraft went down after heading the wrong way toward runway traffic and aborting its landing.”

To read further, visit http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_26455128/witness-plane-was-headed-

wrong-way-before-erie?source=rss.

As noted by plane crash attorney Jonathan C. Reiter of the New York based Jonathan C. Reiter

Law Firm, PLLC, when pilots make errors and attempt to correct them it is often difficult to make

adjustments that will get the plane to safety once certain events have already been set into
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motion. In the case of the Erie plane crash, if the pilot was making an attempt to reverse his

direction of travel after going the wrong way, time and space constraints may have made it

implausible for the plane to safely land or achieve the right air speed for lifting higher in time.

Several factors must be investigated to determine the exact cause of the accident; however, as

well any preventative measures could have possibly been taken.

The National Transportation Safety Board will continue to investigate the circumstances of the

Erie plane crash. Aviation accident lawyer Jonathan C. Reiter will continue to follow

developments in the story.
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